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Abstract 

By analysis of 1J(“9Sn-31P) coupling constants for complexes of methyltin 
trihalides and tin tetrahalides with mono- and bi-dentate tertiary phosphines, it is 
proposed that strengthening of the Sn-P bonds occurs when the phosphine is 
situated in a truns-position to the most electron-donating substituent, and it is 
accompanied by a concomitant weakening of the cis-Sn-P bond. 

We have reported earlier [1,2] the results of our systematic studies of fifty 
coordination compounds of tin tetrahalides and methyltin trihalides with various 
mono- and bi-dentate phosphines by means of li9Sn and 31P NMR spectroscopy. In 
this paper, we analyse the ‘J(“9Sn-31P) spin-spin coupling constants for those 
complexes of tin tetrahalides and methyltin trihalides with tertiary phosphines in 
which the cis- and truns-influences demonstrated earlier for coordination com- 
pounds of tin(IV> with other types of ligands by means of X-ray analysis [3,4]) could 
be observed and separated with confidence. 

Analysis of 1J(“9Sn-31P) coupling constants for complexes of tin tetrahalides 
with monodentate tertiary phosphines (structures I-IV) demonstrates that substitu- 
tion of chlorine atoms in I and III by bromine atoms (II and IV) lowers the 
’ J( “9Sn-31P) values. These changes are due to the c&influences of the halogens, 
lowering the s-character of hybrid orbitals and the covalency of tin-phosphorus 
bonds, which is consistent with data and conclusions for coordination compounds 
of mercury with phosphines [5]. In spite of the fact that additional experimental 
data are needed, we propose that higher 1J(“9Sn-31P) values are indicative of 
shorter lengths and higher strengths of the tin-phosphorus bonds. The higher 
1J(“9Sn-31P) values for complexes I and II in comparison with complexes III and 
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IV (in which the electron-donating ability of the phosphines ih I~tuer). in our 
opinion, provides additional evidence in favour of this assumption. 

Analogous trends in the ‘J(l’” ’ Sn -“P) coupling constants for complexes r)i’ tin 
tetrahalides with bidentate tertiary phosphines (structure!, \. VIlI) are observed. 
however, geometrical factors have to he considered f’or these mt~t’ str;lined <IL=- 
tahedral complexes 

On going from the tin tetrahalide complexes to the coordination compoundh of 
methyltin trihalides, one can also see manifestations of US- ,rnd r~trlr.s-influencr. 
For example, substitution of one chlorine atom in complex IX by a meth~ 1 group (in 
X) brings a substantial increase in the ‘J( “%I ~‘“P ,,i,,i, ) \3iue .tnti :I iargc dccrt‘abe 
in ‘J( “‘S~~--~ “P,,,). These changes can be explained in tcrrns oi’ ~I-tr~a.,-~i~~~~~thening 

and cis-weakening of the fin phosphorus bond1 In so doing. ii in iI\ 1den1 that the 
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c&weakening can even exceed the trans-strengthening. 
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Substitution of one phosphine in I by chlorine (XI) leads to a decrease in 
‘J( l19Sn- 31P), whereas appropriate substitution by an electron-donating methyl 
group (XII) gives an inversion in 1J(“9Sn-31P). 
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In the case of coordination compounds of methyltin trihalides with bidentate 
phosphines, the geometrical factors play a more important role than for the 
corresponding complexes of tin tetrahalides. For example, 1J(“9Sn-31P) values for 
the tram-Sn-P bonds (in relation to the CH, group) in XIII-XV are always 
substantially higher than for the &-bonds. Moreover 1J(“9Sn-31P) coupling con- 
stants for XIII and XIV exceed the spin-spin coupling values for the analogous 
complexes of tin tetrahalides (cf. VI and VIII). 

(XIV) CXIII) (XV) 

Thus, analysis of 1J(119Sn-31P) coupling constants for the octahedral complexes 
of methyltin trihalides and tin tetrahalides with mono- and bi-dentate tertiary 
phosphines suggests that, in these coordination compounds, the substitution of one 
ligand by a more electronegative one brings about trans-strengthening and cis- 
weakening of bonds, if there are no substantial distortions of the octahedral 
structures of the complexes. 
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